In his latest book "Mephistos", Michael McClure shows how poetry is energy and how he, at age 84, continues to have the vital energy necessary for creating remarkably vibrant, touching and perceptive poems **spontaneously** in the hardest way to write, Projective Verse. Am reminded of how another New American Poet deeply familiar with this stance-toward-poem-making, in fact who helped shape it – Robert Creeley – near the end of his life did not have the energy to write projectively and reverted back to formalism. McClure approaching is 85 years of age and shows us poetry as cosmology in action; as “soul-science” as he writes in the poem *Mount Tamalpais for Etel Adnan*:

> Torments dream us as we answer with bliss made of flames and fires and blind tsunamis, making soul-science and meat spirit as they fill the coldness and emptiness with glamour.

This is poetry for seekers, those interested in developing their inner lives. This is the essence of “soul-science” and there is no 20th/21st century poet more adept at this than McClure. “If poetry and science cannot change one’s like they’re meaningless” he states in the preface to his book “Three Poems” and his spontaneous technique allows him
access to realms that can be seen as outside himself, or as the highest aspects of his self, the noble self, noble human life force.

And once you are exposed to a phrase like “soul-science” or “rose-breaths” and either dwell on each or any of these or similar notions that McClure uses, they can become a window into a deeper consciousness, a more satisfying way of engaging reality in all its “glamours” to use a word he copped from his early teacher Robert Duncan. In the case of rose breaths, you get a sense that these are the kind of conscious breaths one takes in meditation. McClure has made a habit of writing after meditation beginning with his book “Touching the Edge: Dharma Devotions from the Hummingbird Sangha.” For years in my own yoga practice I’ve had this understanding that the breaths I take during the last pose, savasana, are likely going to be my best breaths of the day, so might as well make the most of them. Then McClure comes up with this notion of “rose breaths” and the concepts are connected in my mind, deepening the meaning of McClure’s work for me, as if that were possible, given the number of essays I’ve written about it and the hundreds of times I’ve recited from memory his poems, or parts of his poems, to friends, lovers and even near strangers like our Santa Fe Airbnb host who was delighted recently at my recitation of McClure’s Action Philosophy.

And speaking of “Three Poems” the poem Dolphin Skull was the first of three long poems in that 1995 book, and the field of that poem has been fertile for him, as he again uses a “grafting” technique, starting with a couple of lines from a stanza of Dolphin Skull but moving into a new direction with the new poem. Example:
Mephisto 1

Now I understand the sexual addiction
of my young manhood
was a Crucifixion
glittering and lovely
as the smile of Mephisto
through a realm of rosy smoke
rising from a bunsire of future loves.
Just that simple.
— Real flesh
beginning to imagine
big crises where plain toes could step.
I love you,
YOU.
The red amaryllis and the lily
shake lightly in the car roar
above trees in sunset
and there's the beat of virility through old
and new muscles.
It's the blossom
of a spiritual occasion,
shadowlessly clear,
physical,
unforgiving
as truth
or a new poem.

Pleasure is the answer.

And compare to:
Now I smell my Grandma as she looks at me through her thick glasses.
Now I understand the sexual addiction of my young manhood was a CRUCIFIXION—glittering and lovely
AS an ostrich boa and smashed mirrors
seen on acid.

And in the earlier poem, he continued:

EAGLES SEEN ON ACID are the rules that are broken in old poetry. The fierce eye, the naying hand of the boy. The cracks with festoons of dust on the yellowing plaster ceiling. Broken old car doors tied shut with ropes. Please come and take care of me, is the child’s prayer grimly pleaded into a black eternity becoming the bulk of the body.

MY GOD
MY GOD!

NO
MY GOD!
don’t
MY GOD!
DO
THIS
The stanza does not end there, but does end with him twisting between humor and classic McClure sensuality. By that I mean not sex (necessarily) but deep appreciation of the input he garners from what he would call his “sensorium.”

Mephisto is derived from Mephistopheles, which McClure describes as: “the soul-thief, [who] returns aged and exhausted Faust to his inspiration, energy and sexuality. Mephistopheles is an active and witty companion for an inspired journey. He scatters treachery and tricks, and is finally foiled.

Mephisto (the same name) is an angel who helps God in constructing the universe and in the creation of orcas and giant sea mammals.”
And in no place in the book is that spiritual seeker quality McClure has called his “hunger for liberation” more evident (in my view) than in the poem:

UNDErtow

for Dave Heselwood

Imagine the undertow of Samsara to be a wave
looming over us — we tiny particles of bio
stuff
In the undersurge — chunks of
phytoplankton,
clam larvae, pharmaceutical molecules,
smashed dna, mother killers,
sizelss dimensions of greed,
ineffable swirls of psychic density,
hormone-ribbon drifts,
colliding archipelagoes of lies, killer mothers,
solid nothingnesses in endless sensory modes
of taste and fright — stridings of nonexistence
for blood power and Godiva fudge creams
or
a sip of drinkable water.

Broken bacteria conjugating,
presidential power fantasies,
unknown plasmas of miniature hell worlds
— frighten us out of consciousness
to
know
ourselves
only
as
rifflle bits.
It is writing like this, the most fully realized spontaneous poetics of anyone associated with the Beat Generation (or anyone else for that matter) that has inspired me to suggest that McClure’s use of Projective Verse will be the spiritual legacy of the Beat Generation. But then McClure has – at his best – been adventurous and prophetic, as a blurb on the back of the new book illustrates. It suggests his reading of
“For the Death of 100 Whales” at the mythic Six Gallery reading in 1955 was: “the inaugural moment of American eco-poetics.” To have a master poet peaking in his 80s is an event most countries would savor as a rich cultural occasion, but we live in on a continent plagued by an anti-culture, an corporate/capitalist “culture” where there is no time for waking up. It’s bad for business! Beware, once you start reading the poetry of Michael McClure, you’ll stay woke, but then why else are we here?
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